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Abstract. Oceanic microseisms are generated by the interaction of op-3

posing ocean waves and subsequent coupling with the seabed, so microseisms4

should contain information on the ocean conditions that generated them. This5

leads to the possibility of using seismic records as a proxy for the ocean grav-6

ity wavefield. Here we investigate the P-wave component of microseisms, which7

has previously been linked to areas of high wave interaction intensity in mid-8

ocean regions. We compare modeled P-wave microseismic sources with those9

observed at an array in California, and also investigate the relationship be-10

tween observed sources and significant wave height. We found that the time-11

varying location of microseism sources in the North Pacific, mapped from12

beamforming and backprojection of seismic data, was accurate to ≤10◦ in13

90% of cases. The modeled sources were found to dominate at ∼0.2 Hz which14

was also reflected in the seismic observations. An empirical relationship be-15

tween observed beampower and modeled source power allowed sources dur-16

ing an independent data period to be estimated with a correlation coefficient17

of 0.63. Likewise, significant wave height was also estimated with a corre-18

lation coefficient of 0.63. Our findings suggest that with improvements in res-19

olution and amplitude retrieval from beamforming, correlations up to 0.7820

should be possible between observed P-wave microseisms and significant wave21

height in remote ocean regions.22
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1. Introduction

Oceanic microseisms are tiny, continuous oscillations of the ground caused by the inter-23

action of ocean waves with the solid earth beneath them. The most energetic microseisms24

are generated when ocean wave trains of similar frequency but opposite direction interact,25

producing a pressure fluctuation that is unattenuated with depth, has twice the frequency26

of the forcing waves, and a near-zero wave number [Longuet-Higgins , 1950; Ardhuin and27

Herbers , 2013; Traer and Gerstoft , 2014; Ardhuin et al., 2015]. This pressure fluctua-28

tion couples to the seabed to produce microseisms with typical peak frequencies of about29

0.14-0.20 Hz (5-7 seconds), which propagate as seismic surface waves and body waves (e.g.30

Toksöz and Lacoss [1968]; Haubrich and McCamy [1969]; Roux et al. [2005]; Gerstoft et al.31

[2006]; Koper and de Foy [2008]; Koper et al. [2010]; Reading et al. [2014]).32

The requirement of opposing waves to generate double frequency microseisms means33

that microseism energy cannot be explicitly related to ocean wave height [Kedar et al.,34

2008; Ardhuin et al., 2011], as it depends on the directional characteristics of the wave35

trains as well as the wave energy. However, in cases where the opposing wave trains are36

related, as a result of directional spreading of one wave system (classified as Class I in37

Ardhuin et al. [2011, 2012]) or reflection from a coastline (Class II), a strong dependence38

on the ocean wave height is expected. As such, empirical relationships between micro-39

seism energy and significant wave height recorded at nearby coastal wave buoys have been40

identified [Ardhuin et al., 2012; Bromirski et al., 1999; Ferretti et al., 2013]. These rela-41

tionships were based on the full seismic spectrum which is dominated by seismic surface42
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waves, and work well for seismic stations that are most sensitive to local sea states or43

coastal reflection sources.44

This study investigates the P-wave component of seismic noise, for which origins in45

the deep ocean have been inferred [Toksöz and Lacoss , 1968; Haubrich and McCamy ,46

1969; Landès et al., 2010; Gerstoft et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010a; Euler et al., 2014;47

Koper et al., 2010]. Here Class I situations do occur, but the opposing wavefield could48

also result from the interaction of two independent wave systems: either the crossing of49

two swells, or the interaction of swell with locally generated wind waves (Class III in50

Ardhuin et al. [2011, 2012]). Given that two low-energy wave systems directly opposing51

could produce the same microseismic energy as two high-energy wave systems with more52

oblique interaction, the correspondence between microseism energy and wave heights is53

expected to be weaker. Over long averaging times, sources of P-wave microseisms do54

coincide with regions of high wave heights [Euler et al., 2014], but it is unclear what55

microseisms can tell us about ocean wave energy on shorter time periods when the degree56

of opposing wavefield is unknown and likely to be highly variable. This has implications57

for using P-wave microseisms as a proxy for wave heights.58

In this study we investigate the relationship between P-wave microseisms and significant59

wave height at short (3-hour) time periods. Significant wave height is a common and useful60

parameter to describe sea state, but measurements by wave-buoys far from the coast are61

very sparse, and coverage by satellites insufficient. Locating P-wave microseisms to these62

deep ocean regions, and being able to infer wave heights, would allow for the development63

of real-time monitoring of sea state from seismic records, adding a valuable new record to64

our current measurements of significant wave height in the deep ocean.65
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We first compare observed P-wave microseisms with modeled microseism sources in66

terms of location, frequency and amplitude, and derive an empirical relationship between67

the observed and modeled source. Then, we reconstruct the ocean wave energy spectrum68

from the estimated microseism source spectrum by applying assumptions about the degree69

of wavefield opposition. Finally, the significant wave height calculated from the estimated70

ocean wave energy spectrum is then compared with modeled significant wave height.71

2. Data and Processing

Two years of vertical component seismic data (channel LHZ) from an array in Califor-72

nia (Figure 1), were downloaded from the Southern California Earthquake Data Center73

[SCEDC , 2013] covering the period September 2012-September 2014. The Southern Cal-74

ifornia Seismic Network (SCSN) that makes up the bulk of the array has been used75

previously to successfully locate P-wave microseisms [Gerstoft et al., 2006, 2008; Zhang76

et al., 2010a, b; Obrebski et al., 2013]. Instrument response was removed, and each daily77

record was band-pass filtered between 0.002 and 0.400 Hz. Earthquakes were removed78

using an automated detection and removal algorithm. Earthquake events were identified79

using the ISC bulletin [International Seismological Centre, 2013] and removed by setting80

1 hour of the waveform to zero if the RMS of that window was over 3 times the daily81

RMS. Daily spectra for each station were then individually examined and any bad quality82

data were discarded.83

A similar beamforming procedure to Gerstoft and Tanimoto [2007] and Gerstoft et al.84

[2008] was used to examine microseisms as a function of frequency, azimuth and slowness.85

Each daily timeseries was split into 512-s chunks which were Fourier transformed to give86

a complex valued vector v(f2, ti ) containing the response from all stations in the array,87
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where f2 is frequency in Hz and ti refers to the start time of the Fourier transform. Only88

phase was retained by dividing v by its magnitude to reduce the influence of local site89

amplification effects [Gerstoft and Tanimoto, 2007]. The cross-spectral density matrix,90

C = 〈vvT〉, where the brackets indicate temporal averaging over a 3-hour period, was91

calculated. The plane-wave response of the array is given by p(f2, s, θ) = exp[i2πf2s(re)]92

where e = (sinθcosθ)T is the directional cosines for a plane wave with given azimuth θ, r93

is the coordinates of the seismometers with respect to their mean and s is slowness. The94

beamformer output is then b(f2, s, θ, t) = p(f2, s, θ)
TC(f2, t)p(f2, s, θ) which we adjusted95

for the number of stations N in the array by dividing by N2 [Euler et al., 2014]. Array96

response functions at frequencies of 0.1 and 0.3 Hz are shown in Figure 2a and b.97

For each 3-hour time period we therefore have beamformer output as a function of fre-98

quency, slowness and azimuth. An examination of the full 2 years of data revealed a large99

contrast between the strongest arrivals during winter and summer (Figure S1). During100

winter months, the strongest arrivals came from the North Pacific and North Atlantic101

with slownesses corresponding to P or PP phases, whereas during summer months the102

strongest arrivals came from southerly azimuths with slownesses of PKP phases. Ger-103

stoft et al. [2008] previously found P-waves from the Pacific to dominate at the SCSN104

network during winter, so here we limit our analysis to P-waves from the North Pacific105

from mid-October to mid-March. Additionally we reject any days when the number of106

stations falls below 170 to minimize errors and biases associated with too few stations.107

At each frequency of interest, we back-projected azimuth and slowness onto a 2◦ latitude108

by 2◦ longitude geographical grid assuming slownesses of direct P-waves with a source109

at the Earth’s surface using the ak135 travel time tables of Kennett et al. [1995] for a110
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spherically symmetric Earth model. We projected for distances between 30◦ and 90◦ from111

the array centre which is the typical range for teleseismic P-waves [Obrebski et al., 2013].112

A synthetic test for a point source located at 35◦N 169◦E is shown in Figure 2c and d.113

An example output for 23rd December 2012 (00:00) is shown in Figure 3a.114

Double frequency P-wave microseism sources were modeled over the same 2-year period115

as the seismic data. The method of Ardhuin et al. [2011] and Ardhuin and Herbers116

[2013] based on the numerical ocean wave model WAVEWATCH III [Tolman, 2014] was117

followed to calculate the vertical ground displacement associated with P-waves at each118

source location. From Ardhuin et al. [2011] and Farra et al. [2016], the second-order119

pressure spectrum at near-zero wavenumber and twice the ocean wave frequency f , due120

to the interaction of similar frequency waves traveling in opposite directions [Hasselmann,121

1963], is given by:122

FP (f2 = 2f) = [2π]2[ρwg]2f2E
2(f)I(f) (1)

which has units of Pa2m2s and where ρw is the density of water, g is gravitational123

acceleration, E(f) is the ocean wave frequency spectrum and I(f) is a non-dimensional124

function that depends on the wave energy distribution M over the directions θ :125

I(f) =

π∫
0

M(f, θ)M(f, θ + π)dθ (2)

WAVEWATCH III was forced with 6-hourly winds and sea-ice cover from ECMWF’s126

ERA-interim reanalysis [Dee et al., 2011] and the second order pressure spectrum was127

output hourly on a 0.5◦ longitude by 0.5◦ latitude global grid from 78◦ North to 78◦128

South. The output was smoothed using a 7-by-7 Gaussian low-pass filter and resampled129
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to a 2◦ by 2◦ grid and averaged over 3 hour time periods for direct comparison with130

the beamforming. Coastal wave reflection, which is function of wave amplitude, wave131

frequency and beach slope, can significantly affect the value of FP near the coast. Because132

we are mainly interested in deep-water events where reflection has less influence, we chose133

the reflection coefficient simply as R2=0.1 for continents and large islands and 0.2 for134

small islands [Ardhuin et al., 2011]. A second model run over a two-month period with135

lower reflection coefficients of R2=0.02 for continents and large islands and 0.04 for small136

islands, which more closely correspond to the estimates of Stutzmann et al. [2012], did137

not produce significantly different values of FP . The map of P-wave sources (Pa2m2s) is138

calculated by multiplying the second order pressure spectrum at each gridpoint by the139

squared source site effect [2|CP | ρcρw ][Farra et al., 2016]:140

P (f2) = Fp(f2)× [2|CP |
ρc
ρw

]2

= [2π]2[ρwg]2f2E
2(f)I(f)× [2|CP |

ρc
ρw

]2
(3)

CP is a non-dimensional amplification coefficient dependent on frequency, water-depth141

and P-wave take-off angle (distance from source to receiver) [Ardhuin and Herbers , 2013;142

Gualtieri et al., 2014]. CP was calculated using the water depth and take-off angle ap-143

propriate for each gridpoint using the formulation of Gualtieri et al. [2014], taking water-144

depth from the ETOP01 dataset [Amante and Eakins , 2009] and using the ObsyPy pack-145

age [Beyreuther et al., 2010] to calculate take-off angle based on the distance from the146

array center. Values for spatially-varying crustal density ρc and water density ρw were147

taken from the upper crust layer and water layer of the global crustal model CRUST1.0148

(http://igppweb.ucsd.edu/~gabi/rem.html). An example of the modeled source on149
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23rd December 2012 (00:00) is shown in Figure 3b. A study by [Obrebski et al., 2013] has150

previously validated the location of modeled sources with seismic P-wave observations.151

We also output the modeled ocean wave energy spectrum E(f) from which we calculated152

significant wave height, Hs, as observations of Hs (e.g. from wave buoys or satellites) are153

not available at the temporal resolution or spatial extent required for comparison with154

the seismic data. Again we smoothed and resampled the WAVEWATCH III output of155

E(f) to a 2◦ by 2◦ grid and averaged over 3-hour time periods.156

3. Results

3.1. Comparison between observed and modeled source

For each 3-hour time period over the first winter (mid-October 2012 to mid-March157

2013) the beamformer output and modeled source were integrated over the main double-158

frequency microseism band between 0.1 and 0.3 Hz. In order to identify multiple peaks159

in the beamformer maps, caused by more than one source acting in the basin at a given160

time, we used a standard watershed algorithm that identifies peaks in the image and the161

regions associated with each of these peaks (see Figure 3c). For each beamformer peak162

identified we found the largest modeled source within it’s watershed region to examine163

how the beampower varies with source power. By associating the beampower peak to164

a source located anywhere within its watershed region, rather than using a direct pixel165

comparison, we allow for errors in the beamformer location which result in it being offset166

from the true source location. We considered beamform peaks in the North Pacific (above167

0◦N).168

The plot of modeled source power vs. beampower in Figure 4 shows that up to a certain169

limit, an increase in modeled source power had little to no effect on the observed beam-170
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power, but beyond this limit beampower increased rapidly with source power, although171

with a lot of scatter. The correlation coefficient calculated using Spearman’s Rank was172

0.71 (strong correlation, >99% significance). After binning the data (shown in red) we173

defined the noise level as the mean of the first bin plus 2 standard deviations, which cor-174

responds to a beampower of -28.68 dB. The binned data was found to be best described175

by an exponential function (shown in green), which indicated that the beampower only176

exceeded the noise level when source power (FP [2|CP | ρcρw ]2) reached approximately 102 dB177

(1.6×1010 Pa2m2).178

Next we calculated the distance between the beamformer peaks and their associated179

modeled sources, excluding all peaks below the noise threshold of -28.68 dB. The locations180

of the beamformer peaks and the sources are plotted in Figure 5a and b with color181

indicating the number of occurrences at each grid point. It can be seen from Figure 5a and182

b that both the observed and modeled sources occurred over the whole region, although183

the most energetic 100 events were concentrated around 40-50◦N, 160-180◦E (Figure 5c184

and d), which corresponds well with the locations observed by Obrebski et al. [2013] in185

the year 2010. The beamformer peak and associated modeled source were found to be186

located ≤10◦ (5 grid points) apart in 90% of occurrences, were ≤6◦ (3 grid points) apart in187

67% of occurrences but only matched the same grid point in 4% of occurrences. Obrebski188

et al. [2013] found similar offsets (between 1.1◦ and 9.5◦) for the 54 strongest modeled189

events in their study. Discrepancies may be due to 3-d velocity structure that we are not190

taking into account in the backprojection (up to 4◦ [Euler et al., 2014]), contamination191

from other phases or earthquakes, contamination from array response [Gal et al., 2016], or192

inaccuracies in the modeled source location (either due to inaccuracies in the wave model193
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or site effect). In some cases the discrepancy was found to arise from the resolution limits194

of the array, where two neighboring sources merged into one observed source centered on195

the average location (a limitation that has been observed previously [Hillers et al., 2012;196

Euler et al., 2014]).197

To compare the frequency content of the modeled and observed sources, we examined198

the non-integrated output of each of the beamformer peaks and associated source peaks.199

Again we only considered beamformer peaks that were above the noise threshold, and200

in addition only the cases when the observed and modeled sources were ≤10◦ apart to201

exclude any spurious observations.202

The mean spectra of the observed and modeled sources were calculated (Figure 6a203

and b), and the mean frequency from these spectra was calculated as
√

m2

m0
where mn =204 ∫ f2=0.3Hz

f2=0.1Hz
(S(f2)× fn2 )df and S(f2) is either the beamform spectrum b or the modeled205

source spectrum P . The mean frequency of the beamformer was 0.21 Hz, whilst the mean206

frequency of the modeled source was 0.19 Hz, indicating that the seismic observations207

represented well the frequency content of the sources acting in the ocean basin. To208

examine the variability amongst individual spectra, the peak frequency of each spectrum209

was picked and plotted as a histogram with color corresponding to number of occurrences210

in Figure 6c. Again it can be seen that both the beamform peak and modeled source peak211

occurred most often at about 0.2 Hz, with rare instances where the peak occurred down212

to 0.1 Hz or up to 0.3 Hz.213

The results indicate that the seismic beamforming observations reflect the location,214

frequency content and amplitude of microseismic sources, with location accurate to 10◦215
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in 90% of occurrences and with a strong correlation coefficient between beampower and216

source power of 0.71.217

Next we used the relationship between beampower and modeled source power found218

during the first winter to estimate source power over the second winter (mid-October219

2013 to mid-March 2014) using the observed beampowers over that period.220

To estimate source power from observed beampower, we fitted another curve between221

beampower and source power this time with beampower as the predictor and source222

power as the response variable (Figure 7a), and only considering beampowers over the223

noise threshold. Again we also excluded from the regression any cases when the observed224

and modeled sources were >10◦ apart. The best-fitting logarithmic function was applied225

to the seismic observations of the second winter to estimate sources during the second226

winter (a linear fit between beampower and source power for source powers >102 dB was227

attempted but resulted in overestimation of sources at large beampowers). The timeseries228

of the modeled source amplitude (10∧(source power/10)) is plotted along with estimated229

source amplitude in Figure 7b, where only the largest estimated source at each timestep230

is plotted if there were more than one source acting simultaneously. Pearson’s linear231

correlation coefficient between the estimated source power and modeled source power was232

0.63 (>99% significance).233

3.2. Relating microseism source to significant wave height

The results presented have shown that we are able to estimate the integrated microseism234

sources in the North Pacific from seismic observations with some confidence. If we now235

consider observations at each frequency, we can reconstruct the full source spectrum, from236
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which the ocean wave energy spectrum can be estimated, and thus significant wave height.237

This is a rearrangement of equation 3:238

E(f) =

√
P (f2)

[2|CP | ρcρw ]2[2π]2[ρwg]2f2I(f)
(4)

where the source power spectral density spectrum P (f2) is estimated from the observed239

beampower spectrum, values of ρc , ρw and Cp are taken at the grid points where peaks240

in beampower are located, and I(f) is unknown.241

Significant wave height can then be calculated from the estimated ocean wave energy242

spectrum:243

Hs(swell) = 4

√∫ 0.15Hz

0.05Hz

E(f)df (5)

Here we distinguish our estimate of Hs as Hs(swell) because we are only considering the244

spectrum between seismic frequencies of 0.1-0.3 Hz (0.05-0.15 Hz ocean wave frequency245

which equals 6.7-20 s periods) whereas traditionally significant wave height is calculated246

from a wider band (e.g. 2-30 ocean wave periods).247

To estimate the source spectrum P (f2) from the observed beampower, beampower and248

source power were correlated in a similar way as previously, but instead of plotting the249

integrated powers, the power at each frequency was plotted separately (Figure 8a). From250

Figure 8a it was found that values at the different frequencies all lay along the same curve,251

so we applied one relationship to all frequencies. Again we binned the data points accord-252

ing to source power and fitted an exponential function. The noise level of the beampower253

(as defined previously) was found to be -20.16 dB and the source exceeded the noise level254

at a value of 117 dB (5.0×1011 Pa2m2s). Taking only beampower values above this noise255
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threshold, we replotted using beampower as the predictor variable (Figure 8b) and found256

that source power at each frequency is best estimated from the observed beampower using257

a logarithmic function given by: P(estimated)(dB) = aloge(b× (beampower− x0)) + y0 with258

a=10.3564, b=0.89105, x0=-20.8629 and y0=108.5138.259

The estimated source spectrum was constructed from the beampower spectrum using the260

identified logarithmic relationship in the following way. If the peak of the beampower spec-261

trum was above the noise level of -20.16 dB, the source power of this peak, P(estimated)(dB),262

was estimated, and the source amplitude as P(estimated) = 10∧(P(estimated)(dB)/10). It was263

found that by setting the estimated source amplitude at all other frequencies (below the264

noise threshold) to zero, the source spectrum and resulting ocean wave spectrum became265

too narrow. Instead, the mean shape of the modeled source spectrum as a function of266

f/fp (where fp is the peak frequency of the spectrum) was calculated (Figure 8c), and267

P(estimated)) was multiplied by this. An example of the construction of one spectrum in268

this way is shown in Figure S2. An assumption here is that the source spectrum only has269

one peak, and indeed it was found that the modeled source spectrum had a single peak270

(counting peaks as those above the mean + one standard deviation) in 99% of cases whilst271

the beamformer spectrum had a single peak in 80% of cases. We limit our estimation of272

P(estimated) to cases when both the beamformer spectrum and source spectrum had a single273

peak.274

I(f) depends on the degree of wave interaction at each frequency. When the opposing275

wavefield is a result of coastal reflection this can be related to the reflection coefficient, or276

when the opposing wavefield is a result of directional spread this be related to the wave277

energy [Ardhuin et al., 2012]. However for two opposing wavefields in mid-ocean regions278
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I(f) cannot necessarily be related to the ocean wave energy but depends on the (unknown)279

characteristics of both wavefields. For example, a given I(f) could result from two low280

energy swells that directly oppose eachother, or from one large energy swell that meets a281

low energy wind-sea. The assumption made about I(f) is therefore expected to be one of282

the largest sources of error in the estimation of ocean wave energy and significant wave283

height from seismic observations. We calculated the mean I(f) from the modeled cases284

as a function of f/fp (Figure 8d) and assumed this I(f) spectrum in the calculations.285

Because the previous results indicated that location was only accurate up to 10◦ in the286

majority of cases, the map of [2|Cp| ρcρw ]2 was first smoothed over 10◦ using a 11-by-11287

low-pass Gaussian filter before taking the value at the beampower location.288

The wave energy spectrum was estimated from the beamforming observations of the first289

winter using equation 4, and significant wave height estimated using equation 5. Figure290

9 shows the modeled Hs(swell) vs. the estimated Hs(swell) which had a Pearson’s linear291

correlation coefficient of 0.48. The scatter points are shaded by point density and binned292

by modeled Hs(swell). It can be seen from the figure that at the most common wave293

heights (∼2-3m) the estimation was most accurate, whereas higher modeled wave heights294

were underestimated. We used the mismatch between the estimated Hs(swell) bins and295

the line y = x to define a calibration factor, which was then applied to estimates of296

Hs(swell) during the second winter (a calibration factor based on a curve which smoothed297

out the uncertainties at the larger wave heights did not make any significant difference298

to the results). Figure 10 shows modeled vs. estimated Hs(swell) for the second winter299

which had a Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient of 0.63. With the calibration factor,300
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the means of each data bin lie much closer to the line y = x, with underestimation only301

occurring at Hs(swell) values over about 8m.302

4. Discussion

Errors in the estimate of E(f) using equation 4 and consequently Hs will arise for303

three main reasons: 1) Inaccurate estimate of source amplitude P (f2) from beamformer304

amplitude 2) Inaccurate location of beamformer peak, therefore inaccurate site effect 3)305

inaccurate estimate of I(f). Another expected source of error is that is it not possible306

to extract information about the ocean wave spectrum at frequencies for which the wave-307

field is unidirectional (I(f) = 0), because the observed beampower is only sensitive to308

opposing waves. Consequently, these parts of the ocean wave energy spectrum would be309

underestimated as would the derived significant wave height.310

In order to understand how each of these errors influence the correlation between esti-311

mated and modeled Hs(swell), we looked at each of these sources of error in turn. Figure312

11a shows the ideal case when the source spectrum, site effect and I(f) are known exactly313

for the estimation of E(f) using equation 4 (i.e. the modeled values were used). The314

correlation coefficient in this case between modeled Hs(swell) and estimated Hs(swell)315

was equal to 1.00. Underestimation would be expected if there was a large portion of316

unidirectional wave energy in addition to the opposing wavefields, but this wasn’t the317

case as the modeled I(f) was rarely (<1% of the time) exactly 0. Plot b examines the318

error due to inaccurate estimate of I(f). In this estimate of Hs(swell) the mean value of319

I(f) shown in Figure 8d was used in the calculation. There was still moderately strong320

correlation of 0.78 but this was much lower than the ideal case (a). There also appears to321

be a tendency for underestimation which increases with modeled Hs(swell). This would322
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be caused by the assumed I(f) being too large for higher wave heights. An explanation323

for this may be related to the case for waves generated by local winds, in which I(f)324

generally decreases with increasing E(f) [Ardhuin et al., 2012]. Plot c examines the error325

due to inaccurate location (site effect). In this estimate of Hs(swell) the location of the326

beamformer peak was used to obtain the value of the smoothed site effect. The correla-327

tion of 0.90 indicates that the error introduced from inaccurate location is less than the328

error introduced by inaccurate I(f). Plot d examines the combined error from I(f) and329

location and as expected the correlation drops further, to 0.71.330

Plots e-h are the same as plots a-d but with the addition of error caused by inaccurate331

estimate of the source amplitude. Plot e) shows that inaccurate amplitude estimation332

causes a larger reduction in correlation than errors in I(f) and location combined. With333

inaccuracies in I(f) and location correlation goes down to 0.48 (Figure 11h).334

The large amount of scatter between source amplitude and beampower is unsurpris-335

ing given the amplitude removal during the beamforming process and, as mentioned by336

Obrebski et al. [2013], because the beampower also depends on the size of the area the337

source is acting over as well as energy losses along the propagation path (including geomet-338

ric spreading, attenuation and transmission through Earth structure such as the Moho,339

410km and 660km discontinuities [Nishida and Takagi , 2016]). Nevertheless, our results340

show that a relationship between source amplitude and observed beampower does exist.341

Furthermore, Figure 8b suggests that with improvements in beampower and location es-342

timation correlations of up to 0.78 are possible even with the uncertainty surrounding343

I(f). A direction for these improvements may be found in the recent work of Farra et al.344

[2016] and Nishida and Takagi [2016]. Farra et al. [2016] used a ray-theoretical approach345
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to estimate P-wave ground displacement for a given source including site, receiver and346

propagation effects, and Nishida and Takagi [2016] used a similar formulation to estimate347

the pressure source by minimising the squared difference between observed and modeled348

ground displacement.349

Finally, throughout the study, the modeled source has been considered the ‘true’ value.350

Scatter between the beampower and modeled source may be caused by inaccuracies in351

the wave model itself, for example due to the wind input or parameterization within the352

model. Although there is currently no other way of estimating wave-interaction intensity353

over such spatial and temporal scales with which to validate the model output, an idea354

of error within the WAVEWATCH III model could be found by analyzing the spread355

of results obtained from multiple runs with different wind inputs and parameterization.356

Scatter may also be caused by inaccuracies in the calculation of the site effect, which may357

not well represent each 2 by 2◦ pixel in regions of large bathymetric variability [Hillers358

et al., 2012], and for which we have not taken into account the effect of sediments or earth359

structure below the upper crust [Gualtieri et al., 2014]. A thick sediment layer at the360

source results in reduced amplitudes of land-recorded microseisms [Gualtieri et al., 2015],361

and may be important for sources close to the coast where sediments are thicker.362

It is important to remember however that estimates about significant wave height can363

only be made where there is wave interaction occurring. Sometimes this does correspond364

to the largest wave heights in the ocean basin (e.g. Figure 12a,b), but this is not necessarily365

the case (Figure 12c,d).366
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5. Conclusions

Observed seismic P-waves in California were found to relate to modeled microseismic367

sources in the North Pacific Ocean in terms of location, frequency content and amplitude.368

The observed P-waves were located through beamforming and backprojection, and were369

found to match the location of strong modeled sources by ≤10 ◦ (5 grid points) in 90% of370

cases. Both the modeled sources and observed P-waves were dominated by microseisms371

with a frequency of approximately 0.20 Hz. Beampower was moderately to strongly corre-372

lated with the power of the modeled sources, and only exceeded the noise threshold when373

sources were >1.6×1010 Pa2m2 (integrated between 0.1 and 0.3 Hz) or >5.0×1011 Pa2m2s.374

The empirical relationship between beampower and source power allowed sources during375

the second winter to be estimated from observed beampower. The resulting estimated376

sources were found to correlate with the modeled sources with a correlation coefficient of377

0.63.378

After reconstructing the source spectrum from the beamformer spectrum, and making379

an assumption about the directional characteristics of the wavefield, the ocean wave energy380

spectrum was estimated, and from that, significant wave height. During the first year, the381

modeled and estimated significant wave height correlated by 0.48. An underestimation382

of wave height at higher modeled values appeared to be introduced in the assumption of383

the directional wave characteristics. A calibration factor between modeled and estimated384

significant wave height calculated from the first winter’s results was applied to the second385

year and the underestimation was largely removed, giving a correlation of 0.63 between386

modeled and estimated significant wave height. Inaccuracy in beampower was found to387

be the largest source of error, followed by inaccuracy in directional assumption. With388
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improvements in the location and amplitude estimation of sources from beamforming,389

it should be possible to obtain estimates of significant wave height that correlate with390

modeled wave heights by up to 0.78.391
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Figure 1. The seismic networks used in the study. White triangles=Berkeley Digital

Seismograph Network, black triangles=Southern California Seismic Network, light gray trian-

gles=ANZA regional network , white triangle with black border=USArray Transportable Array.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

1

Figure 2. Top row: Slowness vs. azimuth array response functions at frequencies of a) 0.1

and b) 0.3 Hz. White circles are plotted at slowness values of 0.02, 0.04, 0.06 and 0.08 s/km.

Bottom row: Array response for a point source located at 35◦ N 169◦E for frequencies of c) 0.1

and d) 0.3 Hz.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

1

Figure 3. Example output for 23rd December 2012 00:00:00. a) Beamformer output integrated

between 0.1 and 0.3 Hz. b) Modeled source integrated between 0.1 and 0.3 Hz. c) Watershed

regions identified from the beamformer image in (a).
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Figure 4. a) Modeled source power vs. observed beampower (both integrated between 0.1

and 0.3 Hz). The red circles are the mean of each data bin with error bars of ± two standard

deviations. The dashed line is placed at the top of the error bar of the first bin and is equal to

-28.68 dB, which we define as the noise threshold. The green curve is the best-fitting exponential

of the form y = aeb(x−x0) + y0 where values of a,b,x0 and y0 are given in the figure.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

1

Figure 5. a) Located peaks in beamformer output. Beamformer output was integrated

between 0.1 and 0.3 Hz before applying a watershed algorithm at each time step to identify the

peaks. Only peaks that were above -28.68 dB (the noise threshold) are plotted. b) Locations of

corresponding modeled source peaks. The modeled source was also integrated between 0.1 and

0.3 Hz and the maximum source within each beamformer watershed region of the peaks shown

in (a) was identified as the source peak. Color indicates how many times the peak was located

at each grid point. c) Same as (a) but for the 100 most energetic peaks. d) Same as (b) but only

for the 100 events shown in (c).
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Figure 6. a) Mean beamformer (left) and modeled source (right) spectrum. Instances when the

beamform peak and modeled source peak were > 10◦ apart were excluded from the calculation

of the mean. b) Peak frequency of beamform spectrum vs. peak frequency of modeled source

spectrum. The grayscale shading indicates the number of timesteps the peak occurred at each

given frequency.
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Figure 7. a) Modeled source power vs. observed beampower for the first winter. Both are

integrated between 0.1 and 0.3 Hz. Values of beampower below the noise threshold of -28.68 dB

and cases when the observed and modeled source locations were >10◦ apart were excluded. The

red circles are the mean of each data bin with error bars of ± two standard deviations. The green

curve is the best-fitting logarithmic function of the form y = aloge(b[x − x0]) + y0 where values

of a ,b ,x0 and y0 are given in the figure. b) Modeled source vs. estimated source for the second

winter (mid-October 2013 to mid-March 2014). The estimated source was calculated from the

observed beampower using the regression in (a). The timeseries has been split over two plots for

clarity. Note the difference in y-axis limit between the plots.
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Figure 8. a) Similar to Figure 4 but with modeled source power vs. observed beampower

plotted separately at each frequency. Only cases where the integrated value of the beampower

was above the noise threshold of -28.68 dB are plotted, and only cases where the observed and

modeled source were apart by ≤10◦. The red circles are the mean of each data bin with error bars

of ± two standard deviations. The dashed line is placed at the top of the error bar of the first bin

and is equal to -20.16 dB, which we define as the noise threshold. The green curve is the best-

fitting exponential of the form y = aeb(x−x0) + y0 where values of a, b, x0 and y0 are given in the

figure. b) Same as (a) but with the axes switched and only including beampowers(f2) ≥ -20.16

dB. The green curve is the best-fitting logarithmic function of the form y = aloge(b×(x−x0))+y0.

c) Mean shape of modeled source spectrum as a function of f/fp which is the seismic frequency

divided by the peak seismic frequency of the source spectrum. The data is plotted in black and

the smoothed data in red (almost identical). d) Mean spectrum of the wave-interaction intensity.
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Figure 9. a) Modeled Hs(swell) during the first winter (mid-October 2012 to mid-March

2013) vs. Hs(swell) estimated from beamformer output. The red circles are the mean of each

data bin with error bars of ± two standard errors. The grayscale shading indicates the point

density (number of points per m2). The offset between the mean of each data bin and the line

y = x was used as a calibration factor for the second winter.
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Figure 10. a) Modeled Hs(swell) during the second winter (mid-October 2013 to mid-March

2014) vs. Hs(swell) estimated from beamformer output. The red circles are the mean of each

data bin with error bars of ± two standard errors. The grayscale shading indicates the point

density (number of points per m2). b) Timeseries of modeled and estimated Hs(swell) during

the second winter. Only the maximum estimated Hs(swell) at each timestep is plotted.
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Figure 11. Causes of error in the estimation of Hs(swell). In all plots modeled Hs(swell) is on

the x-axis and estimatedHs(swell) is on the y-axis. r is the Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient.

‘Modeled source’ means that modeled P (f2) was used in the calculation. ‘Modeled location’

means that the modeled source location was used for the value of the site effect. ‘Modeled I(f)’

means that the exact (modeled) value of I(f) for each case was used. ‘Estimated source’ means

that P (f2) was estimated from the beampower. ‘Estimated location’ means that the beamformer

location was used to obtain the value of the smoothed site effect. ‘Estimated I(f)’ means that

the I(f) of Figure 8d was used. The plots therefore represent: a) The ideal case. b) error in I(f).

c) error in location. d) error in I(f) and location. e) error in source amplitude. f) error in source

amplitude and I(f). g) error in source amplitude and location. h) error in source amplitude,

I(f) and location.
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Figure 11. Causes of error in the estimation of Hs(swell). In all plots modeled Hs(swell) is on

the x-axis and estimatedHs(swell) is on the y-axis. r is the Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient.

‘Modeled source’ means that modeled P (f2) was used in the calculation. ‘Modeled location’

means that the modeled source location was used for the value of the site effect. ‘Modeled I(f)’

means that the exact (modeled) value of I(f) for each case was used. ‘Estimated source’ means

that P (f2) was estimated from the beampower. ‘Estimated location’ means that the beamformer

location was used to obtain the value of the smoothed site effect. ‘Estimated I(f)’ means that

the I(f) of Figure 8d was used. The plots therefore represent: a) The ideal case. b) error in I(f).

c) error in location. d) error in I(f) and location. e) error in source amplitude. f) error in source

amplitude and I(f). g) error in source amplitude and location. h) error in source amplitude,

I(f) and location.
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Figure 12. An example when maximum source corresponds to location of maximum Hs (top

row) and when maximum source does not correspond to location of maximum Hs (bottom row).

a) Modeled source on 22-Dec-2012 15:00:00. b) Modeled Hs on 22-Dec-2012 15:00:00. c) Modeled

source on 27-Dec-2012 15:00:00. d) Modeled Hs on 27-Dec-2012 15:00:00. The modeled source

has been integrated over f2 =0.1-0.3 Hz whilst Hs has been calculated from the modeled ocean

wave spectra over the full ocean wave frequency range f =0.0300-0.5758 Hz.
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